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Technical Date:

Physical Form Foam Profile
Color Specific Gravity
Odor Pounds per. Gallon
Solubility in Water pH of Concentrate
Reclaim Compatible V.O.C. % / Wt.
Cautions:

PROPERTIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ADVANTAGES


	Untitled

	Product Name: MARASCHINO SHINE
	Product Sub Headline: LO PH FOAM POLISH - ULTRA CONCENTRATED
	Product Description: This fast rinsing, "cationic" polish vastly improves the shine of vehicle surfaces as it cleans.  Prepares the surfaces for application of drying agent and protectant by deactivating anionic soaps.  Amazing flash foam property makes this suitable for use in all types of foaming equipment especially "sheet" foamers. A nice cherry scent during application for extra customer appeal.  
	Directions: Dilute 1 part product to 360-600 parts water (10-20 mL car) and apply as a foam to vehicle surfaces, lather onto surfaces or simply rinse off after application.This product should be applied after the main cleaning products in the wash cycle, they should be rinsed away as much as possible before applying this product for best performance.  If you would like to add color to this product, convert your injector/eductor to a dual draw and select one of our Ultra Dyes.
	Advantages: * Ultra-concentrated formula out lasts standard concentrates by at least 3 times.* Lo pH and cationic nature prepares surfaces for sealant application. * Improves shine and adds repellency to treated surfaces. * Fast breaking foam eliminates rinsing issues.* Unique cherry type scent.* Works amazing in all foaming equipment even lava style applicators. * Contains no mineral seal oil or petroleum products.
	Cautions: Causes eye damage.
	Foam Profile: High
	Specific Gravity: 1.024
	Pounds per: 
	 Gallon: 8.54

	pH of Concentrate: 2.0-3.0
	V: 
	O: 
	C: 
	 %/Wt: 10



	Physical Form: Liquid
	Color: Amber
	Odor: Ether-like / Cherry
	Solubility in Water: Complete
	Reclaim Compatible: Yes
	Stock Number: QW-3X17
	Container Size: 5,15 (GAL.)
	Technical Date: 03/06/18


